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ABSTRACT

Under this grant, two numerical algorithms were developed to predict the flow of
viscous, hypersonic, chemically reacting gases over three-dimensional bodies.
Both algorithms take advantage of the benefits of upwind differencing, total
variation diminishing techniques and of a finite-volume framework, but obtain
their solution in two separate manners. The first algorithm is a zonal, time-
marching scheme, and is generally used to obtain solutions in the subsonic
portions of the flow field. The second algorithm is a much less expensive,
space-marching scheme and can be used for the computation of the larger,
supersonic portion of the flow field. Both codes compute their interface fluxes
with a temporal Riemann solver and the resulting schemes are made fully
implicit including the chemical source terms and boundary conditions. Strong
coupling is used between the fluid dynamic, chemical and turbulence
equations. These codes have been validated on numerous hypersonic test
cases and have provided excellent comparison with existing data. This report
summarizes the research that took place from August 1,1994 to January 1,
1995.



This report summarizes the research that took place in the final six months of
NASA Grant Number NCC2-498. It serves as the final report for this grant and
constitutes the end product. The report preceding this report is MCAT Annual

Report number 94-01.

FORWARD

In the six months associated with this report, two research objectives were
addressed. The first was to enhance the capabilities of the TUFF code to
include solid heat transfer effects. The second objective was to address
propulsion-airframe integration (PAl) effects for the Reference-H, High-Speed
Civil Transport (HSCT). Both of these efforts lasted three months each and the
results are summarized in the two sections below.

Solid Heat Transfer Effects in TUFF

In periods preceding this report period, two numerical models were developed
that contain many desirable features for the computation of three-dimensional,
hypersonic flow fields. The first is a time-marching scheme. It is generally used
to obtain the solution in the subsonic or separated regions of the hypersonic
flow field. Extensive amounts of required computer time can prohibit the
computation of an entire hypersonic flow field with a time-marching scheme of
th'is nature. Hence, the second numerical scheme was developed. It is a
space-marching scheme that obtains a solution in relatively little computer time
and can be used to compute the larger supersonic portion of the flow field. The
space-marching scheme has non-equilibrium, equilibrium and perfect gas
capabilities and the time-marching scheme also has an incompressible option.
Both codes employ a finite-volume philosophy to ensure that the schemes are
fully conservative. Further, they obtain their upwind inviscid fluxes by employing
a'temporal Riemann solver that fully accounts for the gas model used. This
property allows the flow field discontinuities such as shocks and contact
surfaces to be captured by the numerical scheme without smearing. Total
Variation Diminishing (TVD) techniques are included to allow extension of the
schemes to higher orders of accuracy without introducing spurious oscillations.
The schemes employ strong coupling between the fluid dynamic and species
conservation equations and are made fully implicit to eliminate the step-size
restriction of explicit schemes. This is necessary since step-sizes in a viscous,
chemically reacting calculation can be excessively small for an explicit scheme,
and the resulting computer times prohibitively large. A fully conservative zonal
scheme has been implemented to allow solutions of very complex Problems.
The schemes are made implicit by fully linearizing all of the fluxes and source
terms and by employing a modified Newton iteration to eliminate any
linearization and approximate factorization error that might occur. Approximate
factorization is then employed to avoid solving many enormous banded



matrices. Turbulence models include both-zero and two equation models.
Finally, a sublayer approximation Js used in the space-marching algorithm to
allow stable marching in the presence of a subsonic viscous layer. Validation of
these codes includes comparison with exact, experimental and existing
numerical results with very good success.

It was the first objective of this grant extension to further enhance the
capabilities of the existing hypersonic codes. In particular, the TUFF code was
coupled with a solid heat transfer code to more accurately predict wall
temperatures and surface heat transfer. A finite-volume philosophy was
maintained throughout this study to ensure conservation. Coupling of the two
analysis procedures took place through the boundary conditions and was done
explicitly. More details of this research are given in Appendix A of this report.
Appendix A consists of an abstract to the AIAA 29th Thermophysics Conference
entitled, "Computation of High-Speed Flow Fields with Multi-Dimensional Solid
Heat Conduction." Because of the termination of this grant, this paper is
expected to be presented by thesecond author, Dr. Frank S. Milos.

HSCT Propulsion/Airframe Integration

The second objective of this proposed research is the assessment of the
performance of engine integrated high speed aircraft. In particular the effect of
various Propulsion Airframe Integration(PAl) design variables on aerodynamic
performance was addressed for the High-Speed Commercial Transport (HSCT)
at critical conditions. The goal of this research was to obtain performance
coefficients on various integrated configurations at these conditions to then be
used in a vehicle synthesis code for aircraft design. These flight conditions that
were addressed include 1) Subsonic Cruise, 2) Transonic conditions and 3)
SUpersonic Cruise. The base vehicle is the Reference-H configuration. Various
parametric studies were computed to address the objective of this research.
These cases are given below.

Individual Comoonent8 - This case consists of the individual components at the
three flight conditions. These components include the airframe, inboard nacelle
and outboard nacelle. Each component was computed alone without any
integration effects.

Nacelles Together- This case consists both the inboard and outboard nacelles
run together at the three flight conditions. This case was included to predict the
n&celle/nacelle interactions. These results show that the interaction is minimal.

- This case consists of the baseline Reference-H integrated configuration
at the three flight conditions. This case served as a reference for the parametric
s[udies below.

I

Ref-H with 10% Larger Nacelles This case consists of the Reference-H
integrated configuration with 10% larger Nacelles at the three flight conditions.



Ref-H with Inboard Nacelle Moved Forward- This case consists of Reference-H
integrated configuration with the inboard nacelle moved upstream 10% of the
nacelle length. Again this geometry was run at the three flight conditions.

Ref-H with Inboard Nacelle Moved Baqkwsrd - This case consists of Reference-
H integrated configuration with the inboard nacelle moved downstream 5% of
the nacelle length, Again this geometry was run at the three flight conditions.

A code search was performed at the beginning of this study to locate a
Computational Fluid Dynamic code that was capable of predicting the flow field
about an engine-integrated configuration. The AIRPLANE code was chosen for
this study since computational grid files already existed for the Reference-H
configuration. The AIRPLANE code is an inviscid, unstructured code with an
automatic griding routine. It proved to be very simple to use and was ideal for
this study. One shortfall was the unpredictable dependence of code
convergence on the CFL number. This required experimentation to obtain an
optimum number for all of the computations.

The computed surface pressure on the Reference-H at supersonic cruise
conditions is shown in Figure 1. The flow field pressure in the vicinity of the
inboard nacelle at all three flight conditions is shown for the baseline
configuration in figures 2-4. The results for all of the cases are summarized in
Table 1.
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Appendix I

Abstract for the AIAA 29th Thermophysics Conference

Computation of High-Speed Flow Fields
with Multi-Dimensional Solid Heat Conduction



Abstract for the AIAA 29/h Thefmophysics Conference to be held on June 19-22, 1995 at San Diego, CA.
Abstract Deadline: October 17, 1994.

Computation of High-Speed Flow Fields
with Multi-Dimensional Solid Heat Conduction

ABSTRACT

Gregory A. Molvikt, Frank S. Milost, Thomas H. Squire" and Yih-Kano Chen"
NASA Ames Research Center

Moffell Field, CA 94035

In this paper, two methods are presented for the
computation of high-speed flow fields that
account for heat transfer to and within a vehicle.

Emphasis is placed on the modeling of a material
composed of a diboride composile. The first
method couples a heat conduction computation
with a hypersonic boundary layer code through
manual iteration. The second approach is a more
comprehensive method that employs a surface
energy balance to couple a new finite-volume,
multi-dimensional, heat transfer code with a

hypersonic computational fluid dynamic code.
Generalized coordinate transformation are
employed in both the fluid and solid solvers, and
the flow lield solution and the vehicle thermal

response are obtained simultaneously. This
approach allows the computation of time-
accurate, transient behavior. A finite-volume
philosophy is maintained in both models to
ensure conservation of energy. Results are
obtained for a simple conduction problem and on
a blunt wedge geometry at hypersonic speeds.
The final version of this paper will also include a

three-dimensional transienl computation ol a
hypersonic test problem.

INTRODUCTION

The TPS/structural weight ot hypersonic vehicles
and spacecralt is typically much larger than the
payload weight. For this reason any improvement
in lhe fidelily of TPS sizing calculations which

1 Senior Research Scientist, MCAT Institute,
Member AIAA

:1: Aerospace Engineer, Thermal Protection Branch
Research ScientJsls, ThermoscJences Insfitule at
NASA Ames, Members AIAA

Copyright © by tile American lnstltutc of Aeronauticsnnd
Asu'onautlcs, 1=1c.No copyrighl iS asserted in the United
S[:=tesunder Tide l?, U.S. Code. Tile U.S. Government
h'=sa royalty-tree license to exercise all rights under the
copyright chimed herein for Government purposes. All
other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.

leads Io an actual reduction in TPS weight has a

significant cost and feasibility impact on vehicle
design 1

To reduce uncerlaintles in TPS sizing, efforts to
couple material response with CFD calculations
have proceeded rapidly in the last two years.
Inilial work suggested the coupling of semi-
analytic, approximate heat-conduction models
and surface energy and mass balances with CFD
codes 1. Recent efforts have demonstrated thai

finite difference and finite volume thermal solvers
can be used to calculate heat conduction into the

vehicle TPS 2-3. This work presents the results
of two analysis techniques that couple a flow field
solver with a thermal response model.

The Thermal Protection Branch at NASA Ames

has developed diboride composites 't , which
when heated in air, develops a thin, adherent,
high-melting-point oxide coating. These diboride
composites are candidate materials for high heat
flux areas ot hypersonic vehicles and spacecraft
where other materials could not survive without

some type of active cooling. The primary
application of the diboride materials is as reusable
nosetips and wing leading edges.

To predict the performance of these materials in
this application, it is necessary to perform
calculations which include multidimensional solid

heat conduction coupled with the flow field. This
is the focus of this paper.

ANALYSIS TOOLS

Two methods of analysis are presented in this
study. The first technique manually couples a
boundary layer code with a heat transfer code.
The second technique is a more comprehensive
model that uses a surface energy balance to
couple a hypersonic CFD code with a fully
compatible heat transfer code.



The first methodcouples two existingcodes,
BLIMPand COSMOSand requiresa manual
iterationbetweenthem. BLIMP56 is a reacting
hypersonicboundarylayercodewhichincludes
mullispeciesdiffusionand transportproperlies,
chemicalreactionsor chemicalequilibrium,and

numerous options for boundary-layer edge and
surface boundary conditions. COSMOS 7 is
general-purpose finite element software for
computing malerial lherma( and structural
response.

The procedure begins with surface pressure and
boundary layer edge conditions from an Navier
Stokes flow solution. A BLIMP calculalion using
radiative equilibrium at the wall finds an initial

guess for the local wall temperature T,,. The

detailed BLIMP solution also provides estimates

of the parameters h and T. for use in the

COSMOS convective heat-transfer boundary
condition:

q.'"'= h(7"-7")=creC-qoo.

The COSMOS code is time-marched to steady
stale to find the temperature distribulion in lhe
solid and, in particular, the conduction-corrected

value of _ BLIMP is then re-run with the

prescribed wall temperature to find updated

values for the coefficients h and T,. Several
iterations between BLIMP and COSMOS were

required to reach self-consistent values for h,

T,, and 7",.

The high-temperature catalycily of the diboride
materials has not yet been measured. To bound
the range of possible surface conditions, two
oplions were used for chemistry in the BLIMP
calculations. One option, equilibrium air
chemistry, provides a good approximation for a
fully catalytic surface. The other oplion, 5-species
finite-rate air chemistry 8 with no surface reactions,

approximates a non-catalytic sudace.

TUFF-HT

Computational fluid dynamics has and will
continue to play an important role in the design
and analysis of hypersonic systems. This is true
because ground based facilities are expensive to
operate and in many cases cannot duplicate the
exact flight conditions of such vehicles.
Requirements of a numerical algorithm are very
demanding for hypersonic computations. The

algorilhm must be capable of predicting the
three-dimensional flow of a highly turbulent
mixture of reacting gasses with separated regions
and strong flow field discontinuities. Multi-
equation turbulence models become a
requirement to accurately compute the
numerous shear layers and boundary layers that
are present. Further, upwind algorithms offer an
appealing approach to solutions of hypersonic
flow fields because of the ability to capture strong
flow field discontinui{ies wilhout user-specified
smoothing terms. A strongly coupled, non-
equilibrium chemistry model is required to
compute lhe highly reactive flow fields typical of
high speed flight. Finally, the solver must account
for the heat transfer to and within the vehicle to

accurately predict sudace temperatures and net
heat fluxes to a vehicle.

For the present CFD analysis, the TUFF code of
Ref. 9 was chosen since il contains many of the
desired features required for hypersonic
computations. The TUFF code is a time-marching
code that contains nonequilibrium, equilibrium,
perfect and incompressible gas models. It
employs a finite-volume philosophy to ensure
lhat the scheme (including lhe boundary
conditions) is fully conservative. Further, it
obtains its upwind inviscid fluxes by employing a
Riemann solver that fully accounts for the gas
model used. This property allows the flow field
discontinuities, such as shocks and shear layers,
to be captured without significant amounts of
smearing. Total variation diminishing (TVD)
lechniques are included to allow extension 1o
higher orders of accuracy without introducing
spurious oscillations. The scheme employs a
strong coupling between the fluid dynamic and
chemistry equations which are made fully implicit
to eliminate the step-size restriction o! explicit

schemes. A fully conservative zonal scheme 1°
has been implemented to allow solutions of
geomelrically complex problems. Turbulence
models include both a zero 11 and two-equation

12 model with a correction for compressibility 13

In the final version of this paper, details of the
new heat transfer code and the coupling

procedure will be presented here. It should be
noted for this abstract that a single code
conlainJng bolh the fluids solver, TUFF, and a
new finite-volume heat transfer solver was
generated. Any interface between two zones,
independent of the solver used in each, is
triangulated using an unstructured technique
similar to that of Reference 10.



Coupling between the fluid zone and a solid
zone takes place with the following surface
energy batance(SEB).

8T 87"
pD _ h, "c---z_- - e_T_ = 0

-" • _ S_"fact
• Fz;,;a Sotia

This SEB is employed on the interface in both
the fluid and solid zones and it uses the latest
known information from the other zone. The
sudace temperature is determined wig'1 this SEB.
An interface between two solid zones is simply a
match of two heat flux terms al the interface.

RESULTS

There are three test cases included in this paper.
The first is a simple conduction problem that
serves as a test case for the new heat transfer
code in TUFF. The second test case is that of a
wing leading edge to determine the survivability
of a diboride composite exposed to hypersonic
conditions and to compare the two analysis
procedures. A third test case to be included in
the final version of this paper is a hypersonic
projectile validation case. This case will
demonstrate the three-dimensional, transient
capability of the TUFF code and also will serve as
a validation case. Experimental results will be
compared to the predicted values where
possible.

SimBle Cond.u_c_fitionProblem

The first test case for the new finite-volume heat
transfer module of the TUFF code is a simple heat
conduction problem. It consists of a square piece
of a material with constant conductivity Two
opposite sides are adiabatic and two sides are
held at two different temperatures. The analytic
solution to this problem at the steady state is a
constant temperature gradient throughout the
materiel. The grid for this test case is shown in
Fig. I and was generated unconventionally to
test the numerical scheme and to ensure that the
exact solulion is obtained even on non-
orthogonal grids.

The TUFF heat transfer solution is shown in Fig.
;_. Evenly spaced, vertical temperature contours
indicate that the exact solution is indeed
obtained. In contrast, Fig. 3 shows a solution with
the same method but neglects the thermal cross-
derivative terms mentioned above. Even though
these cross-derivative terms are small compared
with the total heat flux, this erroneous result

clearly demonstrates the importance of
incorporating these terms in a finite-volume heat
transfer code,

_ea.diag_5._

The second test case is that of a two-dimensional
wing leading edge exposed to hypersonic
condilions. The material is a diboride composite
(ZrB2 + SiC) with a nose radius of 0.1in and a 5
degree half-angle. The emmisivity, _, is assumed
to be 0.6. The length of the geometry is 3.19in.
The flow medium is air and the flow conditions are
listed below.

M=15
Altitude = 100kft.

Both a TUFF solution and a COSMOS,'BLIMP
solution were obtained for this test case. It was
assumed that the base of the wing leading edge
was adiabatic for these computations. The grid
(every fourth grid line) used in the TUFF
calculation is shown in Figure 4. Both the fluid
and solid grids measured 80x55x2. The grid
used in the COSMOS/BLIMP runs is of similar
dimensions.

Figures _; shows the TUFF predicted pressure
contours contours. The pressure contours were
virtually unchanged wilh the inclusion of the solid
conduction model. The temperature are shown
in Fig. r_,and ? for the adiabatic and conducting
solid cases. There is clearly an impact on the
boundary layer temperature profiles when solid
conduction is included. The solid temperature
contours in the conducting case depict a thermal
gradients that indicate a positive heat flux to the
geometry in the nose region and a negative heat
flux in the aft region.

In these results, the rearward-facing diboride
surface was assumed to be insulated; i.e.,
thermally isolated for the rest of the wing. Under
these conditions at steady state there is zero net
heat flux into the wing tip. Heat absorbed near
the stagnation point is conducted through the
material to downstream locations where it is
radiated from the surface. This effect is similar to
that seen in heat-pipe-cooled components
except that now the diboride solid itself takes the
place of the heat-pipe working fluid. This effect is
seen in the TUFF results of Figure 8 wilh lower
nose temperature and higher aft temperatures
when solid conduction is included. A good
comparison of nose temperatures is seen
between the two methods however they begin to
depart further down stream. The cause of this



discrepancy wi]l be addressed in the final version
of this paper.

One scenario which was investigated is
hypersonic cruise condilions where the goal is to
calculate the maximum wing leading edge
temperature as a function of altitude and vehicle
Mach number. Figure 9 shows the stagnation
point temperature as a function of Mach number
for two cases which provide upper and lower
bounds for the surface catalyticity effects. The

upper curve for a fully catalytic surface provides a
conservative estimate of the surface

temperature. Using 4000 F (2477 K) as the as the
maximum use temperature, it can be seen that
this material and geometry can operate up to a
Mach number of 10.8 al 100kft. If the maleriai is

found to have low catalytic, the lower curve is
appropriate and the configuration may operate up
to a Mach number of 12.5.

Three Dimensional Transient Test Case

...lo be included in the final version of this paper.
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Fig. 5 TUFF Pressure Contours for Blunt Wing

Test Cases

Fig. 7 TUFF Temperature Contours for Blunt

Wing Test Case (with out Solid
Conduction)
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Fig. 8 Surface Temperature for Blunt Wing Test
Case
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